AKITABOX INSPECTIONS

STREAMLINE YOUR FACILITY INSPECTIONS
Keeping a standard cadence of equipment inspections within your facility is vital to avoiding costly fines and
extra overtime hours to fix issues. But if you are still using pen & paper checklists, excel spreadsheet schedules
and makeshift software solutions to manage these then you are putting your organization at greater risk and
losing hours in your day.
Organizations need a purpose-built solution that makes the process of completing, tracking and reporting on
inspections simpler and more reliable. With less time spent focusing on inspections work, you can prioritize
other strategic priorities such as preventive maintenance or occupant experience initiatives.
AkitaBox Inspections helps organizations streamline their facility inspection processes and access real-time
data to track progress. Powerful form builder and customizable rounds provide the flexibility to support
anything from The Joint Commission requirements to general building inspections. Ditch the paper checklists
and utilize a fully digital inspections solution that makes your facility inspections processes easier.

“We recently had a new team member start, and on his first or second day,
I was able to hand AkitaBox to him to start fire extinguisher inspections.
That’s how easy it is to use this software.”
John Mortimer, Control Room Lead Maintenance Technician
UW Health, WI
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BENEFITS
Enhanced Efficiency
• Get new hires onboarded and productive faster in supporting inspection processes
• Teams collaborate on a single platform to complete daily, weekly and monthly inspections so there are no loose ends
• Eliminate time wasted searching for checklists and asset information

Greater Transparency
• Get a clear view into weekly, monthly and yearly inspections progress through a clean reporting dashboard
• Keep tabs on failed inspections and ensure associated corrective work is completed in a timely manner
• Utilize real-time data to see the percentage completed of specific inspections

Compliance Confidence
• Prove inspection schedules are completed and done correctly every time
• Reduce time, money and stress preparing for surveys
• Share high-level reporting with stakeholders and dig into specific inspections for more detail

Address Corrective Measures

Flexible Form Builder

While completing your rounds and checklists in the field, AkitaBox

Utilize a powerful form builder to build the exact checklist or form

allows users to create work orders associated with any failed

you need for every inspection program. A wide range of response

portions of the inspection. This provides a record of corrective work,

types provide the flexibility to ensure technicians know exactly what

which shows up in your reporting proving that rounds are officially

they need to do in each round.

closed out.

Automated Inspection Schedules

Visual Platform

Set recurring schedules to automatically create assigned inspections

Complete rounds in the same screen as your digital floor plans with

for daily, weekly, monthly and annual checks.

asset pins, making it simple to find each stop within an inspection.

Reporting Analytics
Track inspection progress and keep tabs on corrective work to fix
failed inspections all in real-time across all buildings. When it is
time for your inspection or survey, quickly find and share required
documentation without having to search through binders.
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